How the Clio Mobile App is helping law firms

Increase profitability and productivity with accurate timekeeping

- Track more billable and non-billable time by doing it on the spot. Use different categories for time and expenses, add UTBMS codes, duplicate entries, and more—all in less taps.

Found in: Activities

Make responsiveness your competitive advantage

- Pull up clients, case details, key documents, and calendars in court, in transit, in line for coffee—wherever you are.
- Set locations for events, and view them in your map application (e.g. Google Maps, Apple Maps) so you always know where to go next.

Found in: Matters, Contacts, Calendar, Documents

Stay on top of your schedule

- See event conflicts and gaps in your schedule. Set notifications and reminders that work for your routine.
- View personal or firm calendars in one place. Statutes of Limitations and key Court Calendar dates are automatically included in the calendar so you never miss a deadline.

Found in: Calendar

Build a better case with the right documents

- Access, edit, upload, and collaborate on documents from anywhere—in fullscreen. Use an improved folder structure and discoverability to get you there in seconds.

Found in: Documents

Go beyond a to-do list

- Categorize, prioritize, and associate specific tasks to a matter—even making certain tasks private. Add time estimates, and useful reminders to keep yourself on track.

Found in: Tasks

Get accurate recordkeeping on the go

- Keep a secure record of every client interaction—phone, email, or face-to-face. Make case and client information readily available when you need it, and use text snippet support for quick data input while you’re on the go.

Found in: Communication Logs

Stay connected (securely) with the rest of your firm

- Use Clio as your secure internal messaging tool, and remove the need to work from additional platforms or tools.

Found in: Secure Messages

Schedule a demo today.

Visit clio.com/features/mobile-app for more.